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MISSOULA--

Author Vine Deloria (pronounced Da-Loria), a member of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, who wrote the book, "Custer Died for Your Sins," will speak at 9:30 a.m. Saturday (Aug. 4) at the Tribal-Federal Complex in Browning.

Deloria's address is sponsored by the Blackfeet Constitutional Convention Committee for Public Dialogue.

Saturday's program, which is open to the public without charge, is part of a series entitled "The Blackfeet Tribe's Quest for Justice." The series is being sponsored in Browning under a $6,100 grant from the Montana Committee for the Humanities (MCH), an organization which is headquartered at the University of Montana, Missoula.

Bruce R. Sievers, MCH director, said the series is designed to explore various issues pertaining to the rewriting of the Blackfeet Tribe's Constitution.

UM President Robert T. Pantzer is MCH chairman.
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